
19 Simple Email Marketing Tips to Improve 

Your Email Open and Clickthrough Rates 

 

Practicing good inbound marketing means sending emails to people who actually want to 
hear from you. 

But oftentimes, your emails still end up getting lost in the inbox clutter -- or worse, in the 
spam folder. And then, when someone actually opens your email, they don't actually click 
through.  

You may often think to yourself, "Ugh. I just can't win." 

I've got your back, though. Here are eight little things you can start doing immediately to 
improve the open rates, clickthrough rates, and lead generation for your emails. 

19 Tips for Better Email Open and Clickthrough 
Rates 

1) Abide by CAN-SPAM rules. 

CAN-SPAM (Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography And Marketing) is an 
act that was passed in 2003. Essentially, it's a law that establishes the rules for 
commercial email and commercial messages, gives recipients the right to have a business 
stop emailing them, and outlines the penalties incurred for those who violate the law. 

In order to be CAN-SPAM compliant, it's important your email messages follow these 
rules, which are available on the FTC's website. 

http://offers.hubspot.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=a2c4ee8f-5f87-40da-8070-b80e80144b96&placement_guid=844bb535-aa81-4911-83e3-cfe7d0d76c24&portal_id=53&redirect_url=APefjpGTHHiWxHpr9kmaiRmPxw2YaqminUY2wV9Cc5SfP4kcuYFu_EfZZ75UhD1DCAESur5Cw1ewRdRQyW0L1AgrqZSPfJrjLyOz60B486Bvf-MkoqIFeopcMau1cKmAbzHec_Fa7rnvjRmEgk0lz1Or99htXbAribjk6sgeh_5S7il32vNKPhq79Q3YNYRQ3WUQKRvkuQz-ze7SOJkyTlXoPBSRxARhVDUzEbZkR56UfJrSR3iDYBXYSg9yv9b6244A6kwvlxab&hsutk=d1f46cdd26a82cd044b19a102775c64a&utm_referrer=http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/make-emails-more-clickable-list?utm_campaign%3Dblog-rss-emails%26utm_source%3Dhs_email%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_content%3D30823100&canon=http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/make-emails-more-clickable-list&__hstc=20629287.d1f46cdd26a82cd044b19a102775c64a.1407008020232.1473429018175.1473434293742.83&__hssc=20629287.5.1473434293742&__hsfp=2722755842


A few highlights: 

 You need to include your valid physical postal address in every email you send out. 
 You need to give recipients a clear and obvious way to opt out (i.e., unsubscribe) of 

every email you send.  
 You need to use clear "From," "To," and "Reply to" language that accurately reflects 

who you are. 
 You cannot sell or transfer any email addresses to another list. 

Check out the FTC's website for extensive advice on this subject,  

2) Email new contacts within 24 hours. 

It's important to take advantage of the window of opportunity when your company or brand 
is at the top of your prospects' minds. You can really get a pulse of what future 
engagement will look like by what people do when you email then within 24 hours of their 
subscribing to your newsletter, signing up for an offer, and so on. Plus, it's a great 
opportunity for branding and setting expectations. 

If you don't have any automated email workflows set up, you're likely missing out on some 
major opportunities to nurture and engage your existing contacts. 

3) Send your email from a real person, not your company.  

When you send email from a real person, your email open rate increases. Plain and 
simple. This is because -- based on past tests we've conducted -- recipients are typically 
more likely to trust a personalized sender name and email address than a generic one. 
People are so inundated with spam nowadays, they often hesitate to open email from 
unfamiliar senders -- and they're more likely to trust a personalized sender name and 
email address than a generic one. 

So, it may be best to do this ... 

 Sender name: Paul Smith 
 Sender email address: psmith@company.com 

... instead of this: 

 Sender name: Marketing Team 
 Sender email address: marketing@company.com 

Note: Our tests showed personalization works, but we've also found that a combination of 
a person's name and a company name together in the sender name works well, too. 
You've just got to A/B test what works best for your particular company, brand, and 
industry as well as what's ideal based on to whom you're sending emails. 



4) Pre-set the preview text. 

Email clients like the iPhone Mail app, Gmail, and Outlook will display the first few lines of 
text from the body of your email alongside the subject line. In other words, it's a text 
preview of the content inside the email. The exact amount of text shown depends on the 
email client and user settings. 

Use it to provide a short, to-the-point synopsis of what you're offering -- and keep it to 50 
characters or less. 

 

When you don't set the preview text, the client will automatically pull from the body of your 
email, which not only looks messy, but is also a wasted opportunity to engage your 
audience.  

5) Write clear and clickable subject lines. 

Speaking of the subject line ... your marketing emails have a lot to compete with in 
recipients' inboxes. The best way to stand out is to write compelling, "can't-help-but-click-
on-this" subject lines. 

To entice readers to click, be sure your subject lines: 

 Are super clear and understandable. 
 Are fewer than 50 characters so they don't get cut off, particularly by mobile devices. 
 Use language and messaging that your target buyer persona is familiar with and 

excited about. 
 Include verbs and action-oriented language to create a sense of urgency and 

excitement. 
 Include an exclusive value proposition (like a 20% off deal or a free eBook) so 

people know what they're getting. 
 Avoid spam triggers like “Cash,” “Quote,” and “Save." 
 Are timely, if applicable. (One of my favorite subject lines came from Warby Parker 

and read: "Uh-oh, your prescription is expiring".) 
 Include their first names sometimes (it could increase clickthrough rates), or even 

add something about their specific location. (You'll want to do this sparingly, like for 
your most important offers, rather than over-doing it and being repetitive or 
intrusive.) 

 

http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-email-subject-lines-list


6) Keep your emails short. 

Everyone's busy and their inbox is already full. Why add to the problem with a huge, long 
email? People generally like short, concise emails better than long ones. Plus, when 
they're scanning through all their emails in a short amount of time, they're more likely to 
skim and glean the overall message before deciding to take any action. 

Another reason to keep your emails short? Too much copy is actually a red flag for spam 
filters, too. 

To keep your emails short and compelling, write your email like you were talking to 
someone in real life. If your email has to be on the long side, break it up into multiple 
paragraphs to provide visual breaks. This'll make skimming it much easier on your reader.  

Here's a great example of a concise email: 

 



7) Include one, clear call-to-action button per email. 

Remember when I said a lot of your email recipients will scan your email without reading 
all the copy? That's why you want to have a clear call-to-action button that's easy to spot 
for even the quickest of email scanners. Without a CTA button, you won't be calling on 
your recipients to take any action that actually benefits them -- and the growth of your 
business. 

You'll want to place your CTA in a location where it's easily visible and where it makes 
sense for someone to click on it. For example, you might put a CTA to download a free 
ebook in an email that describes new strategies for using your product. 

Once you've determined where you want to put your CTA, it's time to create the button 
itself.  

8) Add alt text to your call-to-action buttons. 

Many email clients block images -- including your CTA buttons -- by default. That means a 
good chunk of your audience may not see your beautiful, optimized CTA. Instead, they 
see this: 

 

When you set an image's alt text, though, you let recipients who can't view images in their 
email know exactly where to click to complete the action: 

 

You can either edit the alt text in your email tool's rich text editor (just right-click the image 
and edit away), or you can manually enter it in the HTML editor of your email tool like this: 

<a href="HTTP://YOURLINKHERE.COM"><img class="alignCenter shadow" src="YOUR CTA BUTTON 

IMAGE SOURCE HERE.JPG" alt-text="YOUR ALT-TEXT GOES HERE"/></a> 

9) Add links to your images. 

Your ultimate goal in email marketing is to get people to click through to a web page. One 
way to increase the clickthrough without littering the copy with links is to add a link to your 
images in the email. 

You can simply click on the image and then use your email tool's "Insert/Edit Link" option, 
or you can link an image in the HTML editor using the following code: 



<a href="HTTP://YOURLINKHERE.COM"><img class="alignCenter shadow" src="YOUR IMAGE 

SOURCE HERE.JPG"/></a> 

10) Include noticeable text links. 

In general, it's a good idea to link to your featured offer in multiple places in addition to the 
clear and focused call-to-action button. In addition to your main CTAs and images, 
consider including a noticeable text link (or two) when applicable because having more 
links increases the opportunity for engagement. 

One analysis found that linking a phrase with about 7-10 words is best for boosting 
clickthrough rate. 

11) Place at least one of these clickable elements above the 
fold. 

One way to make your emails more clickable? Place one or more of your clickable 
elements -- whether it's a CTA button, a text link, or a clickable image -- near the 
beginning of your email. 

This is especially useful for mobile users. Mobile tends to require a lot of scrolling, and 
sometimes squinting, pinching, and zooming. Giving a recipient something actionable that 
is seen upon opening can lead to more clicks in this environment. 

12) Add alt text to all of your images. 

Again, a lot of email clients out there block images by default.  

In those cases, images won't load unless the recipient clicks a button to show them or 
change their default settings. 

Adding alt text to your email images helps recipients understand your message -- even if 
they can't see the images right away.  



 

You might consider making the language in your alt text actionable, such as "Click here to 
download the ultimate content creation kit." Actionable alt text will essentially turn every 
linked image into another CTA. So even if someone doesn't see the snazzy GIF of my 
latest offer (or if they hover their mouse over an image that does show up), the alt text will 
beckon them to click. 

13) Avoid background images, especially if your target buyers 
tend to use Outlook as an email client. 

Microsoft Outlook doesn't recognize background images, period. Given that Outlook is the 
sixth most-used email client with 7% of the market share -- and that's in total; your industry 
might have a lot more -- it's best to avoid using background images altogether. 

Instead, use a background color and use images in other ways in your email, like Harry's 
did in their email below: 



 

Image Credit: Beautiful Email Newsletters 

http://beautiful-email-newsletters.com/emails/harrys-our-most-popular-gift-is/


14) Add social sharing buttons. 

Increasing the number of people who see your link will increase the number of people who 
click on it. So, be sure to extend the life of your email by adding social sharing buttons. 

 

Many email tools will come with templates that have built-in social sharing buttons that 
make it easy -- just fill in the destination URL and you're good to go.  

Important Note: If you want to increase clicks, you want to add sharing buttons, not follow 
buttons. The former will allow your email recipients to pass along the offer URL in your 
email to their followers. The latter will prompt them to Like, follow, or add your company 
social media channels. 

15) Simplify sharing with ready-made tweets. 

People are far more likely to take an action if you make it really, really easy for them. For 
recipients out there who are too lazy to tweet the wonderful content you sent them via 
email, you can make it easy for them by creating what we call a "lazy tweet." 

One simple way to do this? Using ClickToTweet, a free custom tweet link generator. 
First, go to ClickToTweet's basic tweet generator. Then, type in your tweet, desired 
(trackable) destination URL, and hashtags: 

 
Click "Generate New Link," and then grab that link. Then you can link it to your Twitter 
sharing button. Or, if you're segmenting your list by attributes such as "has Twitter" or 
"topic of recent conversion: social media"  like this: 

http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/29544/The-Ultimate-Cheat-Sheet-for-Creating-Social-Media-Buttons.aspx


 

16) Add a ready-made email forwarding option. 

Another way to extend the clicks on your email beyond its shelf life is to prompt your 
audience to forward the offer. The folks at Litmus found that the most forwarded emails 
were 13X more likely than the typical email to include “Share With Your Network” 
calls-to-action. By including forward-to-a-friend (or social sharing links, as we discussed 
above), you put it in recipients' minds to share. 

You can add a little post-script to the end of your email copy, such as "Not responsible for 
your company's social media? Feel free to forward this ebook to a friend or colleague 
using social media marketing." Link the call-to-action to a pre-made email complete with 
subject and body. That way, all someone has to do is enter their associates' email 
addresses and hit "Send". 

You can highlight text or an image and add the URL via your email tool's rich text editor 
and then enter a mailto:? link. Here's what this looks like: 

mailto:?subject=Your%20subject%20here%20&body=Your%20email%20body%20text%20here. 

You can also create this in your HTML editor. Here's how to attach a mailto:? link to text: 

<a 

href="mailto:?subject=Your%20subject%20here%20&body=Your%20email%20body%20text%20h

ere."> 

forward this ebook</a>. 

And here's how to attach your mailto:? link to an image, such as a sleek call-to-action 
button that says "Email This Offer": 

<a 

href="mailto:?subject=Your%20subject%20here%20&body=Your%20email%20body%20text%20h

ere."><img class="alignCenter shadow" src="YOUR IMAGE SOURCE HERE.JPG" alt-text="YOUR ALT-

TEXT GOES HERE"/></a> 

Just make sure you use the "%20" tag to separate words! Otherwise, your message 
willreadlikethis (not too appealing, right?). 

 



17) Clean up the plain-text version. 

Not every recipient is going to see the beautiful, HTML, rich-text version of your email. 
Some clients don't support HTML-rich emails, while other times, a person may simply 
choose to only view messages in plain text. 

When you don't optimize the plain-text version of your email, this is what happens when 
someone views it: 

 

Scary, isn't it? I don't think many people are going to bother to read through this garbled 
mess. 

So, cut out the extra text, replace long tracking URLs with shortened ones, and keep the 
body simple. Taking the five extra minutes to optimize your email's plain-text version could 
help you reach more of your target segment and keep you out of the spam folder. 

Note: When you're cleaning up your plain-text emails, don't change the actual copy much 
at all or you'll risk it getting marked as spam. 

 



18) Keep mobile users top-of-mind. 

In Litmus' analysis of over a billion email opens, they reported that 56% of opened emails 
were opened on mobile devices in April 2016. This figure represents an 8% increase in 
mobile opens in the past year. 

"This represents a peak for mobile market share," they wrote, "and the longest sustained 
growth we’ve seen after the holiday season." 

  

 

Image Credit: Litmus 

As more and more people use their mobile devices to read email and surf the web, it's 
more important than ever that marketers design their emails with mobile users in mind. 
Otherwise, their user base will be significantly affected. 

How? Here's a visual example of what happens when images aren't optimized for mobile 
(first) versus when images are optimized for mobile (second): 

https://litmus.com/blog/mobile-rises-to-56-market-share-longest-sustained-growth-in-2016


  

Isn't the second image a much better user experience? 

Here are a few ways to optimize your emails for mobile devices: 

 Reduce your images' file sizes to make up for mobile devices' generally slower 
download speeds. (HubSpot customers don't need to worry about it -- images 
uploaded to HubSpot's software are automatically compressed. Otherwise, tools like 
Tiny PNG will help you reduce file size.) 

 Ensure the CTA buttons and links are larger than 45-57 pixels for the best user 
experience. Why? According to an MIT study, the average size of an adult index 
finger is 1.6-2 cm, which translates to 45-57 pixels on a mobile device. 

 Invest in responsive email templates. Creating your own responsive template 
may be beyond your particular skill set or bandwidth. Sometimes, the most 



economical solution is to just license or buy email templates from the people who do 
it best. 

HubSpot customers: HubSpot's default email templates are all optimized for mobile 
using responsive design. To access these templates, create a new email and look for the 
responsive option in the "folders" drop-down in the top left. 

 

19) Preview and test your emails before sending them. 

When you're finally ready to hit "Send" on your email, make a habit of double-checking 
one last time whether your emails look as good as you think they do. If your email 
marketing tool lets you, go ahead and preview what your email looks like in different email 
clients and devices that are popular with your audience. 

You should also send out a test version of your email before you send out the real deal to 
ensure it's working properly for everyone on your email list. Start incorporating these as 
final steps in your email review process.  

Email marketing can be tough at times -- I'm right there with ya. But by sending compelling 
offers to the right target segments and paying attention to the little details that go into an 
email, you can increase the opens clicks in your emails and generate more leads. 

 


